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For traders at Lloyds Banking Group Plc (LLOY), “every little helps” when 
rigging benchmark interest rates, according to transcripts of conversations 
released by regulators as part of the bank’s settlement.

The record $2 billion sale of the Los Angeles Clippers to former Microsoft Corp. 
Chief Executive Officer Steve Ballmer is headed toward completion without 
the consent of Donald Sterling, capping three months of controversy over the 
billionaire owner’s racist comments.

Most Asian stocks rose, with benchmark gauges in South Korea and Hong 
Kong heading for multi-year highs, while bonds followed U.S. Treasuries lower 
before the Federal Reserve starts meeting today. Oil fell.

28 July

The shine is starting to come off the U.K. pound, which has given up its reign 
as the most popular bullish bet for 2014 among the Group of 10 currencies.

Asian stocks rose, with a gauge of Chinese shares in Hong Kong heading for 
its longest rally since 2010, while Australian bonds followed Treasuries higher 
before a Federal Reserve monetary-policy decision. Lead dropped.

Microsoft Corp. (MSFT) joins a growing list of companies relying on growth in 
China yet crashing against the reality of a market still prone to protectionism, 
unpredictable laws and unreliable suppliers.

29 July

Assets of Russian oligarchs Arkady Rotenberg and Yury Kovalchuk were 
frozen by the European Union in its effort to pressure President Vladimir Putin 
to stop supporting rebels in eastern Ukraine.

Standard & Poor’s declared Argentina in default after the government missed 
a deadline for paying interest on $13 billion of restructured bonds.

Most Asian stocks rose while bonds in the region declined and the dollar 
held gains after the U.S. economy grew faster than forecast and the Federal 
Reserve signaled room for further improvement in the job market. Crude oil 
headed toward its biggest monthly loss since October.

Wan Long, who runs the world’s biggest pork supplier, will become a 
billionaire when his company WH Group Ltd. (288) completes an initial public 
offering in Hong Kong.

30 July

Standard Chartered Plc, the London-based bank that makes most of its money 
in Asia, drove sales of notes tied to Indonesian government bonds to a record 
as investors bet incoming president Joko Widodo’s pro-business approach 
will drive growth.

Iliad SA (ILD), the French mobile-phone carrier founded by billionaire Xavier 
Niel, offered $15 billion in cash for a controlling stake in T-Mobile US Inc. 
(TMUS), rivaling a proposal from Sprint Corp. (S)

Asian stocks dropped, extending a global selloff that erased this year’s gains 
in the Dow (INDU) Jones Industrial Average and halted a five-month rally in 
world equities. Crude oil fell while measures of credit risk increased as the 
dollar climbed against emerging-market currencies.

DBS Group Holdings Ltd. (DBS), Southeast Asia’s largest bank, reported 
second-quarter profit that beat analysts’ estimates on improved lending 
profitability and higher loan growth.

31 July

Job vacancies at London’s financial-services companies fell by 8 percent 
in July from the previous month as hiring by large securities firms slowed, 
according to a survey by a recruitment firm.

There’s no sign of a let up in gold industry takeovers as a surge in acquisitions 
by producers, led by Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd. (AEM) and Yamana Gold Inc. 
(YRI), has pushed deals to a three-year high.

U.S. equity-index futures and emerging-market currencies climbed after 
Portugal bailed out Banco Espirito Santo SA, easing credit-market contagion 
concerns. Asia’s benchmark stock index was little changed, while wheat led 
crops higher.

KKR & Co. (KKR) and Rhone Capital LLC raised an offer for Treasury Wine 
Estates Ltd. (TWE) to A$3.4 billion ($3.2 billion), adding 11 percent to a previous 
bid that the maker of Penfolds Grange rejected earlier this year.

01 August


